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Order-No.  Description Use for Page 
MDV Extension If it is necessary to machine the workpiece with more 

distance to the machine spindle, an extension can be 
mounted between the diaphragm chuck and the man-
drel system MIS. 

8 

MAP Mandrel adaption One between the clamping unit and the mandrel sys-
tem MIS mounted mandrel adaption is used, to fix the 
mandrel system on diaphragm chucks size 125 resp. 
200 to 300 mm. 

8 

Products in this catalog: 

Clamping system 

Accessories 

Order-No.  Description Use for Page 

MSV Changing fixture A changing fixture allows collets to be mounted onto 
the base mandrel quite easily, and changeover of  
diameters is done quickly.  

7 

MDA Part stop The part stop will be mounted to the base mandrel  
giving a precise axial workpiece location.  

7 

MKR Master ring Master rings are for the precise adjustment of the  
mandrel system and periodical checking for the correct 
size. 

6 

MDZ Collet The collets for clamping the workpieces are hardened 
and have a quick change system. 

6 

MGD Base mandrel The base mandrel contain a complete actuating  
mechanism, a connection for the part stop and all  
elements for the connection of the diaphragm chuck 
size 150 and the collet.  

5 
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For the internal clamping is often a mandrel the best 
solution. Therefore we have developed in addition to 
our diaphragm chuck line a mandrel system which 
offers many advantages.  
 
 
Our MIS mandrel system fits ideal to all diaphragm 
chucks size 150. The operation of the diaphragm 
chuck and thus the mandrel system can be pneuma-
tic or power operated.  
 
For adaption to different chuck sizes there are 
mandrel adaptations available. Further it is possible, 
to convert to an outside clamping very easily with a 
diaphragm clamping set 
 
The modular design results at moderate prices with 
maximum flexibility.  
 
The MIS mandrel system consists of the assemblies 
base mandrel, clamping set and part stop. A clam-
ping set consists of collet, master ring and changing 
fixture. With this system, clamping  
diameters between 20 and 121 mm are realizeable. 
 
The base mandrels have for mounting on the  
chuck a pilot for chuck size 150 incorporated. By 
centering a faster and more accurately changeover 
to other mandrel sizes is possible. Each base 
mandrel covers a clamping range of at least 5 mm.  
 
With a changing fixture collets engages at a bayonet 
lock into the base mandrel. Similar clamping  
diameters are  installed within seconds.  
 
By using on the base mandrel mounted part stops, a  
precise axial workpiece positioning is secured.  

High process safety  
Short setup time 
Variable adjustable clamping force  
Pull back effect  
High accuracy  
Maintenance and lubrication free 
Long tool life 
Centrifugal force resistant 
Compatible with MBS-diaphragm chucks 

Highlights MIS 

Features of the MIS mandrels 

Inside clamping with system 

The standard repeatability of the MIS madrels is 
max. 3 µm. 

Repeatability less than 3 µm  

radial 

axial 
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Highlights MIS 

2 

System 

The base mandrel is mounted on a diaphragm chuck 
(size 150). During reverse movement of the piston 
resp. the drawpiece in the chuck, the collet chuck of 
the MIS mandrel system is pulled axially onto the 
cone of the base mandrel and thereby increases 
radially in diameter. The workpiece is clamped. The 
part stop is used to achieve an exact axial 
positioning of the workpieces. 
 
At forward movement of the piston resp. the 

Operation 

drawpiece away from the machine spindle, the 
opening of the clamping system is effected.  
 
For actuating the mandrel system MIS, MicroCentric 
diaphragm chucks are used:  
 

MBS-L  
MBS-Z  
MBS-N  

No.  Description 
1 Base mandrel 
2 Collet 
3 Changing fixture 
4 Master ring 
5 Part stop 

3 

4 5 

1 
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The base mandrels have a pilot for mounting onto a 150 size chuck. By using 
this pilot, a quick and exact changeover to other mandrel sizes is possible. 
Each base mandrel offers a clamping range of at least 5 mm. Realizable 
clamping diameters are from 20 to 121 mm. 
 
All base mandrels are containing a complete actuating mechanism, a con-
nection for the part stop and all elements for the connection of the diaphragm 
chuck and the collet.  
 
Equipment: 
 

Mandrel body  
Cover screw  
Actuating bolt  
Mounting parts 

MIS mandrels are ideal for use at internal clamping 
in the following operations:  
 

Rough- and Finish turning  
Hard turning  
Cylindrical grinding  
Gear manufacturing  
Milling  
Finish work 
Inspection work 

- 5 - 

Base mandrel MGD 

L 

D B 

Order-No.  Size Clamping 
range 

L D B 

MGD-1  1-1 20 - 25  123,0 15,0 152,0 
MGD-2  1-2 25 - 30 123,0 20,0 152,0 
MGD-3  1-3 30 - 35  123,0 25,0 152,0 
MGD-4  1-4 35 - 40  123,0 30,0 152,0 
MGD-5  1-5 40 - 45  123,0 35,0 152,0 
MGD-6  1-6 45 - 55  123,0 40,0 152,0 
MGD-7  1-7 55 - 65  123,0 50,0 152,0 
MGD-8  1-8 65 - 83  123,0 60,0 152,0 
MGD-9  1-9 83- 102  123,0 78,0 152,0 
MGD-10 1-10 102 - 121  123,0 97,0 152,0 

Applications 

Highlights MIS 
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Collets are hardened and ground and have a quick change system. The slots 
in the collets are sealed against dirt with rubber, if required.  
 
X,X = Clamping diameter in mm, please give details with your order / inquiry. 

Master rings are for the precise adjustment of the mandrel system and  
periodical checking the correct size. 
 
X,X = Clamping diameter in mm, please give details with your order / inquiry.  

X,X 

S 

L 

X,X 

L 

D 

Order-No.  Size Clamping area L S 
MDZ-1-X,X 1-1 20 - 25  72,0 22,0 
MDZ-2-X,X  1-2 25 - 30  72,0 22,0 
MDZ-3-X,X  1-3 30 - 35  72,0 22,0 
MDZ-4-X,X  1-4 35 - 40  72,0 22,0 
MDZ-5-X,X  1-5 40 - 45  72,0 22,0 
MDZ-6-X,X  1-6 45 - 55  72,0 22,0 
MDZ-7-X,X  1-7 55 - 65  72,0 22,0 
MDZ-8-X,X  1-8 65 - 83  72,0 22,0 
MDZ-9-X,X 1-9 83 - 102  72,0 22,0 
MDZ-10-X,X  1-10 102 - 121  72,0 22,0 

Order-No.  Size L D 
MKR-1-X,X  1-1 20,0 55,0 
MKR-2-X,X  1-2 20,0 60,0 
MKR-3-X,X  1-3 20,0 65,0 
MKR-4-X,X  1-4 20,0 70,0 
MKR-5-X,X  1-5 20,0 75,0 
MKR-6-X,X  1-6 20,0 85,0 
MKR-7-X,X  1-7 20,0 95,0 
MKR-8-X,X  1-8 20,0 115,0 
MKR-9-X,X  1-9 20,0 140,0 
MKR-10-X,X  1-10 20,0 160,0 

Master rings MKR 

Collets MDZ 
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The part stop will be mounted to the base mandrel giving a precise axial 
workpiece location. All part stops are supplied hardened and ground. 
 
Dimensions A / B / C / D / E = Please let us know within your inquiry/order or 
send us a workpiece and cutting area drawing. These dimensions will be  
designed for each application individually.  
 
Special faces (e.g. 3 point location) are available on request. 

A 

B 

C D E 

L 

D 

Order-No.  Size L D 
MSV-1 1-1 50,0 25,0 
MSV-2 1-2 50,0 30,0 
MSV-3 1-3 50,0 35,0 
MSV-4 1-4 50,0 40,0 
MSV-5 1-5 50,0 45,0 
MSV-6 1-6 50,0 55,0 
MSV-7 1-7 50,0 65,0 
MSV-8 1-8 50,0 83,0 
MSV-9 1-9 50,0 102,0 
MSV-10 1-10 50,0 121,0 

Order-No.  Size A B C D E 
MDA-1 1-1 s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 
MDA-2  1-2 s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 
MDA-3 1-3 s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 
MDA-4  1-4 s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 
MDA-5 1-5 s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 
MDA-6 1-6 s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 
MDA-7 1-7 s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 
MDA-8 1-8 s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 
MDA-9 1-9 s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 
MDA-10 1-10 s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. s.d. 

A changing fixture allows collets to be mounted onto the base mandrel quite 
easily, and changeover of diameters is done quickly. The changing fixture 
engages into 3 holes in the face of the collet, a turn of the fixture and the  
collet can be removed from the bayonet lock of the base mandrel and vice-
versa. 

Changing fixtures MSV 

Part stops MDA 
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As a module, an extension can be mounted between the diaphragm chuck 
and the mandrel system MIS. With an extension it is possible, to machine 
this workpiece with more distance from the machine spindle if necessary. 
 
Equipment: 
 

Extension adapter plate 
Extension bolt 
Mounting parts 
 

On request we supply lengths not listed above. 

D 

L 

L 

D 

The mandrel adapter will be mounted between diaphragm chuck and  
mandrel system MIS. Herewith the mandrel system can fixed to a diaphragm 
chuck size 125 as well as 200 to 300 mm. 
 
On request we supply sizes are not listed above. 

Extensions MDV 

Mandrel adaption MAP 

Order-No.  For clamping unit L D 
MAP-125 MBS-125 30,0 152,0 
MAP-200 MBS-200 30,0 204,0 
MAP-250 MBS-250 40,0 254,0 
MAP-300 MBS-300 40,0 294,0 

Order-No.  Size L D 
MDV-020 1-1 20,0 152,0 
MDV-030 1-2 30,0 152,0 
MDV-040 1-3 40,0 152,0 

MDV-060 1-5 60,0 152,0 
MDV-050 1-4 50,0 152,0 

Please note: 

All dimensions listed in the catalog are in mm.  
 
Technical changes including dimension adjustments are reserved. 
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Application samples 

Inside clamping of gear 

Inside clamping of gear 


